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ABSTRACT GitHub hosts Git repositories and provides issues-tracking services to provide a better
collaboration environment for software developers. Issues and Pull-Requests are frequently used in GitHub
to discuss and review the software requirements (new features, bugs, etc.) and software solutions (source
code, test cases, etc.) respectively. The links between Issues and their corresponding Pull-Requests comprise
valuable information to keep tracking current development as well as documenting knowledge for future
development. Considering a large number of links, such information can be used to train machine learning
models for several purposes such as feature location, bug prediction and localization, recommendation
systems and documentation generation. To the best of our knowledge, no dataset has been proposed as a
ground-truth of links between Issues and Pull-Requests. In this paper, we propose, PI-Link, a new significant
and reliable ground-truth dataset composed of 50369 links that explicitly connect 34732 Issues with 50369
Pull-Requests. These links are automatically extracted from all (907,139) Android projects in GitHub
created between January 1, 2011 and January 1, 2021. To better organize and store the collected data,
we propose a metamodel based on the concepts of Issues and Pull Requests. Moreover, we analyze the
relationships between Issues and their linked Pull Requests based on four features related to their titles,
bodies, labels and comments. The selected features are analyzed in terms of their lengths and similarities
based on three lexical and one semantic similarity metrics. The results showed promising similarities
between Issues and their linked PRs at the lexical and semantic levels. In addition, some feature similarities
are sensitive to the text length, whereas other feature similarities are sensitive to the term frequency.

INDEX TERMS Android, GitHub, ground-truth dataset, Issue, link, Pull-Request.

I. INTRODUCTION
GitHub is a hosting platform for software development and
version control that supports the concept of collaborative
social coding. It provides a friendly environment for con-
tributors to communicate, collaborate, and promote software
development. Contributors can easily track bugs, request new
features, manage tasks, and handle continuous integration.

Issues and Pull-Request (PR) are common software arte-
facts that are used throughout all software development
lifecycles in GitHub. The Issue lets contributors track the
development work, and it is managed by the GitHub issue-
tracking system. The PRs lets other contributors review and

discuss the changes before they are submitted. Issues and PRs
contain much information about software development and
evolution, but from different perspectives: Issues capture the
software requirements (e.g. features, bugs), while PRs reflect
the software development solutions (e.g., source code, test
cases).

The links between PRs and Issues are vital and useful
because they link two development activities and can be
leveraged to learn from past experiences and predict fu-
ture solutions in different software engineering tasks. For
example, in the feature location task, PR-Issue links are
employed to identify mappings between features and their
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corresponding concrete implementation in the software arte-
facts [1]–[3]. In bug prediction, PR-Issue links are useful for
training data to feed and build bug prediction models [4]–
[6]. In bug localization, PR-Issue links are used to construct
localization models for finding potential buggy portions of
source code [7]–[9]. In bug assignment, PR-Issue links could
be used to build recommendation models for assigning bug
reports to relevant developers [10]–[12].

In GitHub, PR-Issue links are manually established by
contributors either implicitly by adding the Issue identifiers
in PR logs, or explicitly by adding the links using the GitHub
metadata. Moreover, it is manually hard to find and distin-
guish such links between Issues and their associated PRs
for different development and maintenance activities because
such a task is challenging, time-consuming, and error-prone
task, even for senior developers. Also, all PRs-Issues links
are miss-documented as a collection but it is individually
documented (implicitly and explicitly) and scattered over
hundreds or thousands of PRs and Issues of given reposito-
ries.

The links between Issues and their corresponding Pull-
Requests comprise valuable information to keep tracking
current development as well as documenting knowledge for
future development. Considering a large number of links,
such information can be used to train machine learning
models for several purposes such as feature location, bug
prediction and localization, recommendation systems and
documentation generation. To the best of our knowledge, no
dataset has been proposed as a ground-truth of links between
Issues and Pull-Requests.

In this paper, we propose, PI-Link, a new significant and
reliable ground-truth dataset composed of 50369 PR-Issue
links extracted from 5742 Android projects on GitHub. To
do so, we develop a GitHub scraper tool that automatically
extracts all explicit PR-Issue links (genuine and examined)
from all (907,139) Android GitHub projects created between
2011 and 2021. Moreover, we propose a metamodel to better
organize and store the collected PR-Issue links that contain
valuable detailed information about Issues and PRs of each
link. This ground-truth dataset can be exploited to evaluate
the effectiveness of different future works on this subjects.
For example, recovering the missing Issue-PR links, build
recommender systems, etc. To make our dataset accessible
for the community, we publish it on Kaggle 1 2: a well-known
dataset repository.

To better understand the content of our dataset, we analyze
the relationships between Issues and their linked PRs based
on four features related to their titles, bodies, labels and
comments. The selected features are analyzed in terms of
their lengths (i.e., number of tokens) and similarities. For
the similarity analysis, we rely on four similarity metrics
that are frequently used in NLP. These are Jaccard, Cosine,
and Levenshtine as lexical similarity metrics and BERT as

1https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/zakareaalshara/android-closed-issues-
20110101-20210101-clean

2API command: kaggle datasets download -d zakareaalshara/dataset

a semantic similarity metric. The results show that some
feature similarities are sensitive to the text length, whereas
other feature similarities are sensitive to the term frequency.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces the principle of GitHub flow and PR-Issue link.
Section III presents the approach to extract our ground-truth
dataset. Section IV illustrates our ground-truth metamodel.
The analysis of our dataset is presented in Section V. The
feature selection and the analysis results are introduced in
Section VI and Section 13 respectively. Threats to validity are
presented in Section VIII respectively. The use cases of our
dataset are introduced in Section IX. Section X discusses the
most closely related work. Finally, the conclusion and future
works are introduced in Section XI.

II. THE ANATOMY OF GITHUB
A. GITHUB FLOW
GitHub is a software development and version control host-
ing repository based on the Git version control system [13].
In addition to the distributed version control system provided
by Git, GitHub provides other features like access control,
bug tracking, task management, and continuous integration.
GitHub is commonly used to host open-source software de-
velopment projects, with over 100 million developers work-
ing on over 352 million repositories (more than 41 million
public repositories [14]) by November 2022 [15] [16].

GitHub flow is a distributed branch-based workflow de-
signed to work with Git and GitHub. The GitHub flow is
helpful for software development teams to manage each
phase of software development easily and make deployments
regularly. Branch-based workflow helps developers to work
on isolated development without affecting other branches
in the project (repository). In GitHub, each repository has
one default main branch, usually named Master, and other
branches added by developers. Usually, the Master branch
should always be deployable. Therefore, branches allow de-
velopers to contribute without affecting continuous develop-
ment and integration. For example, if a new feature is needed
to be added to the main branch, developers create a new
branch from the main one to add the needed feature. Once
the feature is ready, it is merged back into the main branch.
Therefore, it helps developers to work simultaneously on the
same repository without affecting the development process.

The GitHub flow is illustrated in Figure 1. First, a new
branch is created to develop new features, fix bugs, or do
some enhancements. The new branch is a safe container
to make and revert changes to solve any changes mistakes.
Then, developers push their changes (adding, editing, and
deleting files) as commits on the new branch. Each commit
has a descriptive message to help the owner and future
contributors understand the commit changes (e.g. add local-
ization feature, fix a typo, enhance performance). After the
changes are completed, the developers create a PR of its
commits. The PR has a summary (descriptive title and body)
of the changes and solved problems. Moreover, it keeps
records of changes to the code. If the PR handles an Issue
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created by others, the PR should be linked with that Issue to
show the working progress. Next, collaborators discuss (i.e.
adding comments) and review the PR to make a decision
(e.g. approve, reject, or enhance). Reviewers can comment
(i.e. leave questions, comments, and suggestions) on the PR
or on specific commits. PR review is effective; hence, it is
mandatory by some repositories before PRs merge to the
main branch. Finally, once the PR is approved and tested,
developers merge the PR into the main branch to reflect the
changes update. GitHub allows deploying from a branch for
final testing before merging with the main branch. When the
PR is merged, its state is automatically transferred from open
to closed.

B. PR-ISSUE LINKS IN GITHUB
Issues and PRs are software artefacts that are not supported
by Git but by GitHub. On the one hand, the primary purpose
of using Issues is to track development work on GitHub,
which is usually stored in issue-tracking systems. It can be
used to track new ideas, bugs, tasks, and other important
information. On the other hand, PRs are used to propose and
collaborate on changes with other reviewers and contributors,
which is usually stored in version control systems. Issue
and PR contain much information about software evolution,
but from different perspectives: Issues describe the problem
domain (e.g. requirements and bugs), while PRs reflect the
solution domain (developing requirements, fixing bugs). The
links between PRs and issues are important and valuable be-
cause they link the problems with their solutions. Therefore,
It can be used to better understand the changes and feed
experience and knowledge in various software engineering
tasks. For example, in feature location, PR-Issue links are
used for mappings between features and their implementing
source code [17]. Moreover, In bug localization, PR-Issue
links are helpful in building localization models [18], [19].

On GitHub, permitted contributors can link Issues to PRs
on the same repository. Consequently, collaborators can see
the working progress on these linked Issues and PRs. The
PR-Issue links might be residing in the same or different
repositories. When linked PRs are merged, the states of
their linked Issues are automatically transferred from open
to closed (solved). Contributors can link Issues to PRs either
implicitly or explicitly [20]. In the implicit manner, PRs are
linked to issues by using keywords supported by GitHub (i.e.
close(s, d), fix(es, ed), resolve(s, d)) in the PR’s description or
in its commit message (see Figure 2). However, this manner
may not be a natural workflow for every team and has many
consequences. First, editing or removing implicit PR-Issue
links is tedious; the owner must edit the PR description to edit
or remove the link’s keywords. Second, these keywords could
be used in a commit message. The related Issue will be closed
when the commit is merged into the branch, but the PR that
has the commit will not be linked to that Issue. Consequently,
the main link between the problem and its solution will be
missing.

In the explicit manner, PRs and Issues are manually linked

from either the PR sidebar or the Issue sidebar (see Figure 3).
So, contributors and reviewers can immediately see the status
of development work on the linked Issues and the associated
PRs. This manner guarantees the main link between the
problem and its solution. Moreover, the PR-Issue links can
be easily edited or removed by any permitted contributor.
Consequently, using this manner is considered better than
using the implicit one.

GitHub provides many APIs to automatically extract
many information (e.g. Issues, PRs, commits, etc.) regard-
ing GitHub repositories [21], [22]. One of these pieces of
information is the PR-Issue links. However, these APIs could
detect explicit relations but not implicit ones. The implicit
linked PRs with their Issues need more text investigations
and human efforts to ensure these relations because it is built
using the keywords. Consequently, in this paper, we aim to
extract explicit PR-Issue links.

III. DATASET EXTRACTION APPROACH
To automatically collect our dataset, we developed a GitHub
scraper tool named PR-Issue-Scraper using python. It is
published in GitHub5. PR-Issue-Scraper extracts explicit PR-
Issue links using GitHub GraphQL API [22]. We design
our tool to deal with the GraphQL request limitation; hence
GitHub GraphQL API rate limit is 5,000 points per hour [23].
We ran PR-Issue-Scraper to target all Android repositories on
GitHub in the time period between the 1st of January 2011 to
the 1st of January 2021. The run takes around 30 days (24/7)
to archive our target.

The architecture of PR-Issue-Scraper is composed of three
main components: Scraper, Request-meter and Validator, as
presented in Figure 4. The Scraper component is responsible
for managing queries requested from GitHub to collect data
using GraphQL APIs. The Request-meter component con-
trols the Scraper component to be within the request limit
range (i.e., 5,000 points 6 per hour). The Validator component
aims to verify the results of the Scraper and remove noise
data, e.g. Issue-Issue links, PR-PR links.

For better understanding, Algorithm 1 illustrates the de-
tailed process of PR-Issue-Scraper. In the beginning, all
Android repositories placed on GitHub were queried using
GitHub GraphQL API. To retrieve only Android projects, we
assume that an Android project should have the "Android"
keyword in its description and should be implemented using
Java or Kotlin programming languages. However, many non-
Android projects could have previous assumptions. There-
fore, all repositories returned from the query are filtered to
eliminate the non-Android projects. To do so, all repositories
are investigated to check whether they have an AndroidMani-
fest.xml file or not. This comes from the fact that any android
project contains an AndroidManifest.xml file. After that, for

3https://github.com/AdAway/AdAway/pull/784
4https://github.com/AdAway/AdAway/issues/781
5https://github.com/zakarea/PR-Issue-Scraper
6Every piece of information (e.g. a title, a label) acquired from GitHub

GraphQL costs one point.
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FIGURE 1: Branch-based workflow in GitHub.

FIGURE 2: A PR linked to an Issue implicitly.3

each Android project, the closed Issues are queried. We
targeted closed Issues to guarantee that they are solved and
could be linked with a PR. As open Issues do not have links
to PRs, we exclude them from our dataset. Next, all closed
Issues are inspected to check their explicit links with other
software artefacts. The explicit links can be found in the Issue
sidebars (c.f. Figure 3). We collect data from Issue sidebars
using the timelineitems interface provided by GraphQL APIs.
The returned explicit links connect the current Issue with
PRs, Issues or merge requests. As we aim to collect PR-Issue
links, we exclude the other ones. As a result, only Issues that
have PR-Issue links are returned in our dataset.

To deal with the rate limit of the GraphQL APIs, each
query is examined before it is submitted to the GraphQL
API using the RateLimitMeeterListener function. RateLim-
itMeeterListener verifies whether the current query exceeds
the limit rate or not. In case it exceeds, RateLimitMeeterLis-
tener divides the query to make it fit with the rate limit.

IV. DATASET MODEL
To better organize and store the collected data by our PR-
Issue-Scraper, we propose a metamodel of our ground-
truth dataset. This metamodel is described in Figure 5. The
metamodel is composed of Repository, Issue, PullRequest,
Comment, Label, and Commit. In the following, we describe
these metamodel elements.

FIGURE 3: A PR linked to an Issue explicitly.4

A. REPOSITORY
The repository is a container for the project’s files and its
revision history. Contributors can discuss and manage their
software development within the repository. Each repository
has a unique name over all GitHub repositories.

B. ISSUE
Issues are used to track ideas, tasks, bugs or feed-
back on GitHub. Issues tackle challenges in the require-
ments/specifications, workflow, design, implementation, or
even production in software development. Each Issue has a
unique number based on its repository. This unique number
could be used as a reference to its Issue (e.g. could be used to
establish an implicit link by a PR). The issue url is a web-
based url. The title and body are textual data to describe
the Issue. The creation and closing Issue time-stamps are
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Algorithm 1: PR-Issue-Scraper Algorithm.

Data: Points←
RateLimitMeeterListener(Points)

Result: ∀(PR↔ Issue) ∈ Android ∃ GitHub
AndroidRepos← GraphQL.query(“keyword :
Android”, “lang : Java|Kotlin”);
AndroidRepos←
FilterAndroidRepos(AndroidRepos);
AndroidIssues← GraphQL.query(“type :
issue”, “is : closed”);
PRIssueLinks←
getPRIssueLinks(AndroidIssues);

while N ̸= 0 do
if N is even then

X ← X ×X;
N ← N

2 *[r]This is a comment
else

if N is odd then
y ← y ×X;
N ← N − 1;

end if
end if

end while
Function FilterAndroidRepos(Repos):

AndroidRepos;
foreach repo ∈ Repos do

if “AndroidManifest.xml” ∈ repo then
AndroidRepos←− repo;

end if
end foreach
return AndroidRepos;

End Function
Function getPRIssueLinks(Issues):

Links;
foreach issue ∈ Issues do

foreach link ∈ issue do
if link ≡ PR↔ Issue then

Links←− link;

end if
end foreach

end foreach
return Links;

End Function
Function
RateLimitMeeterListener(Points):

Action;
if “Points” ≥ GraphQL.query(“limit”) then

Points − = GraphQL.query(“limit”);
else

Action←− DIV IDE −QUERY ;

end if
return Points;

End Function

Scraper

GitHub
API

Gr
ap
hQ
L

Request-Meter

Validator
PR-Issue
Links

FIGURE 4: The PR-Issue-Scraper architecture.

represented by createdAt and closedAt, respectively. Each
Issue must reside in one repository. Moreover, it may have
Comments and Labels. Comments are inserted by collabora-
tors to discuss many things related to the Issue. For example,
the comments could explain the optimal way to solve the
Issue or the responsible developers. Labels are selected from
the Issue creator to give Issue types. For example, if an Issue
talks about an existing security bug, its labels could be “bug"
and “security". Finally, the relationship between the Issue and
PR could be one of the three scenarios:

• In the first scenario, one PR is linked with one Issue. For
example, a bug Issue is solved only by one PR.

• In the second scenario, many PRs are linked to the same
Issue. For example, a bug Issue could be caused by
two parts of the implementation, and each part is the
responsibility of different development teams. In this
case, each team creates their PR. Then PRs will be
merged and linked to their Issue.

• In the third scenario, one PR is linked to many Issues.
For example, a bug Issue and an improvement Issue are
related to the same problem and could be solved by the
same development team. In this case, the corresponding
PR will be linked to both Issues.

C. PULL-REQUEST
The PullRequest is a container of changes that have been
done by developers. It allows reviewers to discuss and review
the changes with collaborators and make decisions before
they are merged into the main branch. Similar to the Issue,
PullRequest has a unique number that could be used as a
reference to its PR (e.g. could be used to establish a link
with Issues). It also has a web-based url, and textual data
represented by a title and body to describe the PR. The cre-
ation and closing time-stamps are represented by createdAt
and closedAt, respectively. A PR may also have comments
and labels. In addition to Issue, PullRequest could have code
Commits.

D. COMMENT
It includes a piece of textual information provided by review-
ers and developers.
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E. LABEL
Each label has a name and a textual description. Labels
are very useful for classifying Issues and PRs. The most
popular labels on GitHub are bug, enhancement, duplicate,
documentation, and wontfix.

F. COMMIT
The Commit has a url that is used to access many features
like file changes and differences between versions. Moreover,
each Commit should have a textual message that briefly
describes the changes.

Issue

+number
+url
+title
+body
+createdAt
+closedAt

Repository

+name

Comment

+body
PullRequest

+number
+url
+title
+body
+createdAt
+closedAt

1..*

Label

+name
+description

Commit

+commitUrl
+message

ownerowner

linke

0..*

0..*

0..*

0..*

1..*1..*

FIGURE 5: The metamodel of the dataset.

V. DATASET ANALYSIS
PR-Issue-Scrapper identifies 907,139 Android projects in
GitHub. Among these projects, it detects 5742 Android
projects that have explicit PR-Issue links. Table 1 provides
statistical descriptions of the ground-truth dataset in terms of
the total numbers in the whole dataset, the min, max, mean
and standard deviation (Std) at the level of projects.

TABLE 1: Ground-truth dataset statistics

Total Min Max Mean Std

Issue 34732 1 974 6.04 30.13

PR 50369 1 1570 8.77 44.78

Issue comment 96366 0 7185 16.78 109.51

PR comment 133865 0 3206 23.31 101.9

Issue label 22235 0 1087 3.87 26.96

PR label 8882 0 1192 1.54 23.01

commit 90740 0 3206 15.82 73.19

A. RESULTS OF ISSUES AND PRS
The results show that the dataset contains 34732 Issues linked
to 50369 PRs. The difference in the numbers of PRs and
Issues is due to the multiple cardinality relationships between
PRs and Issues. For a better illustration of their distributions,
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FIGURE 6: The distribution of Issue count over projects.

Figures 6 and Figures 7 show the distributions of Issues and
PRs over projects, respectively. These distributions show that
we have 3105 and 3101 projects having only a single Issue
or PR, respectively. However, these Issues and PRs only
represent 8% (3105/34732) of Issues and 6% (3101/50369)
of PRs of our dataset. On the other hand, the dataset includes
some projects that have large numbers of Issues and PRs.
For example, we have a project that includes 974 Issues
and 1570 PRs. These represent 2.8% (974/34732) and 3.1%
(1570/50369) of Issues and PRs of our dataset, respectively.
Considering another example from the data centralization,
we have 51 projects that have between 100 and 200 PRs. In
total, their PRs are 7022 which makes 13.9% (7022/50369) of
all PRs. Referring to the mean values, the average number of
Issues and PRs are 6.04 Issues and 8.77 PRs, respectively. As
a result, our dataset is representative for different types of PR-
Issue links in terms of their co-occurrences together within
the same projects starting from singular occurrences up to
a large number of co-occurrences (e.g., 947 co-occurrence
Issues). This helps to make our dataset not biased.

Concerning the multiple cardinality relationships, the re-
sults show that roughly 32% (1 − (6.04 ÷ 8.77)) of Issues
are linked to multiple PRs. This means that the solutions to
these Issues have been proposed by multiple contributors at
multiple levels.

B. RESULTS OF COMMENTS RELATED TO ISSUES AND
PRS

The Issues and PRs of our dataset have 96366 and 133865
comments in total, respectively. We find that 1296 Issues
(represents 3.7% (1296/34732) of Issues) and 8 PRs do not
have any comments. The reason is that the PRs usually go
through a review and discussion process represented by com-
ments in the PRs, but this process is not mandatory to have
happened for Issues. Another reason is that the corresponding
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FIGURE 7: The distribution of PR count over projects.

contributors have the privilege of skipping the review and
discussion stage because they are trusted enough by the com-
munity (e.g., having enough expertise). On the other hand, we
identify that some projects have a large number of comments,
e.g., 7185 comments related to Issues and 3206 ones related
to PRs. This means that the corresponding Issues and PRs
have got long discussions between the contributors to define
their solutions. On average, projects have 40.09 comments
(i.e., 16.78 comments for Issues and 23.31 comments for
PRs). Based on these results, we observe that the number
of comments per project is varied based on their standard
deviation values which are 109.51 and 101.9, respectively.
Indeed, these comments could be valuable for the research
community to extract knowledge, e.g., about how to solve
similar Issues.

C. RESULTS OF LABELS RELATED TO ISSUES AND
PRS

The total numbers of labels are 22235 and 8882 for Issues
and PRs, respectively. As it is noted, we have ≈ 2.5 more
labels for Issues than PRs. The reason is related to the fact
that contributors maybe not have a complete awareness of
the problems at the time of creating Issues. Thus, they could
use more labels (i.e., keywords) for describing the types of
the corresponding Issues. On the other hand, contributors of
PRs have a complete awareness of the types of problems as
they have already solved them. Thus, they use a few labels
to briefly describe the types of these PRs. On average, Issues
have 3.87 labels while PRs have only 1.54 ones. Based on the
standard deviation values, we note that Issues and PRs have
variability in terms of the number of labels.

Moreover, we find that %8.1 (2830/34732) of Issues and
%9.2 (4636/50369) of PRs do not have any label. Therefore,
it could be a future work to learn a machine learning model
for predicting the missing labels using the labelled Issues and

PRs in our dataset.

D. RESULTS OF COMMITS RELATED TO ISSUES AND
PRS
The total number of commits attached to the identified PRs is
90740. We note that only 11 PRs do not have any commits.
For instance, an Issue demands executing test cases. In this
case, the results of these test cases are attached in the body of
the corresponding PR, without changing the repository con-
tent (i.e., do not need to add a commit). However, these can
be neglected as they do not impact the quality of our dataset
compared to 90740 commits. On the other hand, for other
projects, we find a huge number of commits. For instance, we
identify 3206 commits in one project. On average, we have
15.82 commits connected to PRs per project. However, we
have a large variation in terms of the number of commits per
project based on the standard deviation (73.19). This means
that the size of solutions to Issues is varied. For example,
some Issues need a single commit to be solved, while some
others could need a large number of commits done probably
by different contributors (e.g., a development team).

VI. FEATURE SELECTION
In our dataset, we identify four main features that can be
used to distinguish between PR-Issue links. These features
are Title, Body, Comment and Label of Issues and PRs. We
select these features because they include much information
in terms of the textual representation of their Issues and
PRs. For instance, Titles provide short-term descriptions.
Bodies include long-term descriptions. Comments represent
the communication between the contributors. Labels refer to
the types of Issues and PRs.

In this section, we present the text size for each feature
to better understand their information amounts. We calculate
the text size in terms of word count. To do so, we first
pre-processed the text by cleaning up text (e.g. removing
unwanted words and punctuation marks). Then we count the
number of words represented by each feature text.

A. FEATURE PRE-PROCESSING
We apply the following standard pre-processing steps to
clean the dataset.

1) Tokenization: we tokenize (split) each feature text to
a list of words. The tokenization strategy considers
space as a separator and discards punctuation marks
and unnecessary symbols. To do so, we use the "spaCy"
library to end up with useful words.

2) Stopword Removal: in this step, we remove all stop-
words that frequently occur in the word list but do not
carry any meaning (e.g. the). We use "NLTK " (Natural
Language Toolkit) to remove all stop-words.

3) Stemming: it is a process of reducing words to their
root form. We use one of the most popular stemming
algorithms, "Porter stemmer", provided by NLTK li-
brary. Moreover, we convert the entire text into lower
case characters
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FIGURE 8: The number of words counted from Issue and PR
titles.

B. WORD-BASED MEASUREMENT RESULT
1) Title Word Count
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the Title sizes in terms
of the number of words for Issues and PRs in our dataset.
We can observe that the Issue Titles are slightly bigger than
the PR Titles, but almost both have the same median value.
The Title sizes range from one to 11 words and from one
to 10 words for Issues and PRs, respectively. The Title sizes
consider short compared with Body sizes.

2) Body Word Count
Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of the Body word sizes
for Issues and PRs in our dataset. We can see that the Body
sizes of the Issues are relatively vast bigger than the Body
sizes of the PRs. The median value is 52 in the case of Issue,
whereas the median value is 21 in the case of PR. The reason
behind this size variation between Issue and PR is that the
contributors need much more words to explain better a new
feature or bug (Issue ) while needing fewer words to explain
its solution (PR).

3) Comment Word Count
Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of the Comment word
sizes for Issues and PRs in our dataset. We can observe that
the Comment sizes of the Issues are relatively bigger and
much spread than the Comment sizes of the PRs. The median
values are relatively close to each other, 46 and 39 for Issue
and PR, respectively. As same as the median values, the mean
values are also close to each other. Hence the average values
of words are 145 and 140 for all Comments in Issue and PR,
respectively. The reason behind this size variation between
the Issue’s Comments and the PR’s Comments is that, in
many cases, we found a single Issue linked with more than
one PR. Therefore, The contributors comment in one place

FIGURE 9: The number of words counted from Issue and PR
bodies.

FIGURE 10: The number of words counted from Issue and
PR comments.

in case of Issue, whereas commenting in many places in case
of many PRs.

4) Label Word Count
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the Label sizes for Issues
and PRs in our dataset. As same as the Title sizes, the Label
sizes are small compared with the Body and the Comment
Sizes. The Label size range from one to 6 and from one to
3 for labelled Issue and PR, respectively. Figure 12 repre-
sents the top 20 Labels occurrences that occurred in more
than 1000 times for all Issues and PRs in our dataset. We
can obviously observe that the “bug" label has the biggest
share (13518 times) among the other Labels. The next two
Labels “enhancement", and “closed" occurred more than
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5000 times, and the next two Labels “android", and “feature"
occurred more than 3000 times. Finally, the rest Labels
occurred between 1000 and 2000 times.

FIGURE 11: The number of words counted from Issue and
PR labels.
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FIGURE 12: The number of labels frequency.

VII. FEATURE ANALYSIS
To analyze the relationships between Issues and their linked
PRs, our feature analysis is based on measuring the similarity
between features of Issues and PRs belonging to the same
PR-Issue link. For a given PR-Issue link, we calculate the
similarity between the Issue title and the PR title, the Issue
body and the PR body, the Issue comment and the PR
comment, and the Issue label and the PR label. To do so, we
rely on four text similarity metrics that are commonly used
in NLP. As lexical metrics, we select Jaccard, Cosine and

Levenshtein metrics that are based on different measurement
techniques. As a semantic metric, we rely on the BERT
similarity metric. We select these metrics because they are
commonly used in the literature. Each similarity metric could
describe the data similarity from a different point of view. For
example, Jaccard focuses on similar words regardless their
frequency unlike Cosine. Levenshtein measures the similarity
at the level of characters unlike the other metrics that rely
on words. This means that Levenshtein is able to identify
similar words in case of abbreviations and typos. Unlike the
other lexical similarity metrics, BERT measures the semantic
(meaning) similarity between texts.

In the remaining of this section, we present how to measure
the similarity based on these four metrics. Then, we discuss
the results of comparing features of Issues and PRs based on
the four metrics.

A. SIMILARITY METRIC
1) Jaccard
Jaccard metric, also known as Jaccard Similarity Coefficient,
is used to measure the similarity and diversity of two texts
based on the lexical structure of their contents. The Jaccard
similarity score between two texts is calculated based on the
ratio between the number of unique common words and the
total number of unique words in both texts. In other words,
Jaccard similarity Jaccard(T1, T2) measures the similarity
between text T1 and text T2 by dividing the number of unique
common words in T1 and T2 on the total number of unique
words in T1 and T2. Jaccard similarity scores are formally
obtained based on Equation 1:

Jaccard(T1, T2) = 1− words(T1) ∩ words(T2)

words(T1) ∪ words(T2)
(1)

where words(T ) denotes the set of distinct words in text T .
Jaccard similarity scores range from 0 to 1 where 0 means no
similarity and 1 refers to complete similarity.

2) Cosine
Cosine similarity measures the lexical similarity between two
texts based on their term-frequency vectors (embeddings).
A term-frequency vector of a given text is represented by
attributes that record the frequency of distinct words in that
text. Cosine similarity measures the cosine angle between
the two vectors by computing the dot product of the vectors
divided by the product of their lengths. Cosine similarity
scores are formally obtained based on Equation 2:

Cosine(T1, T2) = cos(θ) =

−→
T1.
−→
T2

∥
−→
T1∥∥

−→
T2∥

(2)

where
−→
T1 and

−→
T2 denote to the vector of text T1 and text T2,

respectively.
For example, two identical texts represented by two sym-

metrical vectors have a Cosine similarity of 1, two orthogonal
vectors have a Cosine similarity of 0, and two opposite
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vectors have a Cosine similarity of -1. However, the Cosine
similarity is usually used in positive space, where the out-
come scores are neatly bounded in [0, 1]. A score closer to
0 implies less similarity, whereas a score closer to 1 implies
more similarity.

3) Levenshtein
Levenshtein similarity measures the lexical similarity be-
tween text T1 and text T2 based on the minimum number
of characters that need to be edited to make T1 identical to
T2 and the size of T1 and T2. An edit is defined by either
an insertion, a deletion, or a replacement of a character. The
lower number of edits required, the more the texts are similar
to each other.

For two Texts T1 and T2 with character lengths ∥T1∥ and
∥T2∥, the Levenshtein distance is defined as follows:

Levenshtein(T1, T2) = 1− minEdit(T1, T2)

max(∥T1∥, ∥T2∥)
(3)

The scores of Levenshtein similarity range from 0 to 1,
where 0 refers to no similarity and 1 denotes to complete
similarity.

4) BERT
BERT refers to Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers. It is one of the most popular deep-learning
models for NLP. BERT is a pre-trained language-based trans-
former model that is developed by Jacob et al. in Google [24].
The BERT transformer model can be used to embed (i.e.
vector representations) the semantics of texts. Therefore, it
can be used hand in hand with a similarity measurement to
measure the semantics between two texts. In this paper, we
used the BERT transformer that works based on “bert-base-
nli-mean-tokens" pre-trained model to measure the semantic
similarity score between two texts using the Cosine measure-
ment. The BERT transformer transforms text T1 and text T2

to vector
−→
T1 and

−→
T2, respectively. Then, the similarity score

is obtained using Equation 2.

B. SIMILARITY RESULTS
The results of the four feature analyses based on the four sim-
ilarity metrics are shown in Figure 13. It illustrates the box-
whisker plots of Jaccard, Cosine, Levenshtein, and BERT
similarity scores for Title, Body, Comment, and Label of
Issues and their linked PRs in our dataset.

1) Title Similarity Results
The results show that Levenshtein and BERT have a similar
distribution as their box-plots are almost symmetric and
identical. Based on their results, the titles of Issues and their
linked PRs have similarity scores of 55.3% and 56.3% on
average, respectively. As Levenshtein similarity is sensitive
to the lengths of the texts, its results show that titles of the
Issues and their linked PRs have akin lengths for most of the
PR-Issue links in our dataset.

Jaccard has a similar distribution as Levenshtein and
BERT but with lower scores. Although Q1, Q2 and Q3
have different values, the number of elements (i.e., similarity
scores) between Q1-Q2 and Q2-Q3 are almost the same.
The small difference in the position of the Jaccard box-plot
compared to Levenshtein and BERT ones is because Jaccard
ignores similarities coming from word frequency. As it is a
small difference, we do not have many words that have a
frequency.

The similarity scores obtained by Cosine have a com-
pletely different distribution compared to the other similarity
metrics. Based on its results, 25% of PR-Issue links do not
have any similarity (i.e., zero similarity) between their titles.
Moreover, most of the remaining similarity scores are spread
between zero and 42.9%. The reason behind that returns to
the nature of how Cosine similarity is calculated. As the sizes
of titles of Issue and PR are small (c.f., Figure 8, where the
average title size is five words), we have less probability
of identifying co-located frequency words. This negatively
affects the Cosine similarity scores.

2) Body Similarity Results

The results show a kind of agreement in the scores of Jaccard
for about 50% of bodies (i.e., a short box-plot). However,
these scores are less than the similarity scores of Levenshtein
and BERT. This means that bodies have many frequent
words. The diversity in the Levenshtein and BERT scores
denotes to the variability in the frequency of words over the
different bodies. This is justified by the long box-plots of
Levenshtein and BERT.

The similarity scores obtained by Levenshtein are a little
bit higher than the ones obtained by BERT. The median sim-
ilarity scores are 33% and 29.7% for Levenshtein and BERT,
respectively. The reason behind the aforementioned results
is due to the nature of the input texts and how Levenshtein
and BERT scores are computed. For example, we have high
Levenshtein and BERT scores as the textual representation of
bodies for Issues and their linked PRs have similar words in
terms of spelling and counts and a similar meaning.

The similarity scores obtained by Cosine are poor. Based
on their results, 25% of bodies do not have any similarities.
Furthermore, the next 50% of bodies have between zero and
20%.

3) Comment Similarity Results

The similarity scores obtained for Comment are very close
to that obtained for Body. The similarity scores obtained by
Levenshtein and BERT are higher than the scores obtained
by Jaccard and Cosine from the comments of Issues and their
linked PRs. And the similarity scores obtained by Leven-
shtein are varied spread than the similarity scores obtained by
BERT. However, the median similarity scores are 24.3% and
22.9% for Levenshtein and BERT, respectively. Moreover,
they have very close similarity scores on average of 26% and
25.7% for Levenshtein and BERT, respectively.
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FIGURE 13: The similarity scores between the features of Issues and the features of their linked PRs.

The similarity scores obtained by Jaccard and Cosine are
poor. Based on their results, the average similarity scores
between the comments on Issues and their linked PRs are
12.4% and 16.4%, respectively. Moreover, more than 75%
of their similarity scores are spread between zero and 26%.
The most remaining similarity scores are spread between
26% and 30%, whereas a few score cases spread between
30% and 66.6%. This is due to the fact that the contributors
that comment on the Issues may have different roles than
the contributors who comment on the PRs. For example, Is-
sue comments could describe a new feature’s specifications,
whereas the comments on PRs related to that Issue describe
the implementation evaluation for that feature.

4) Label Similarity Results
The similarity scores obtained for the Label are very different
to that obtained from other features. The similarity scores
obtained from the labels of Issues and their linked PRs
by Jaccard are the highest. Moreover, the similarity scores
obtained by Levenshtein and BERT are high too. The median
similarity scores are 50%, 44.4% and 44.4% by Jaccard, Lev-
enshtein and BERT, respectively. Moreover, they have very
close average similarity scores of 57.5%, 52% and 58.3% by
Jaccard, Levenshtein and BERT, respectively. This is due to
the repetition of using the labels (see Figure 12). There are
many labels that are well-known by social collaborators and
used frequently to label Issues and PRs.

We can observe that the similarity scores obtained by
Cosine are not normally distributed, where most similarity
scores are considered as out-layers. This is because of the
short number of labels for Issues and their linked PRs. After
investigation, we found that many Issues and PRs have one
or two labels (see Figure 11), and this negatively affects the
scores obtained by Cosine.

VIII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
During this research work, we identified a set of concerns as
threats to validity.

A. INTERNAL THREATS
- In GitHub, many (sub)projects may be hosted in the

same repository (called monorepo). If the monorepo

includes non-Android projects in addition to an Android
project, the proposed scraper tool fetches all projects to-
gether, and stores them in the dataset as target projects.
Therefore, some PR-Issue links in the dataset are not
from Android projects. However, after a focused inspec-
tion, this case does not frequently occur where only 6%
of all PR-Issue links are from non-Android projects.

- In our dataset, there are many projects with only one
PR-Issue link which give an impression that such links
are the reason behind the promising obtained results.
However, these links form just 8% of the dataset’s links
which will not impact the obtained results. Also, either
single and multiple PR-Issue link projects are from
the same subject (Android projects), which means that
textual information of single PR-Issue links have similar
vocabularies with others.

B. EXTERNAL THREATS
- The ground-truth dataset is collected around only An-

droid applications in GitHub. In fact, we limit ourselves
to Android applications because domain-based dataset
support establishing a recommender system in that sub-
ject (Android) in contrast to the general dataset. More-
over, the domain-based dataset is to guarantee a bias-
free dataset for their uses (e.g. especially in Machine
Learning) because it shares a lot of similar vocabularies.

- In this paper, the proposed scrapper tool is used to
collect PR-Issue links only from Android applications.
This gives the first-glance impression that the proposed
scrapper tool can not be generalize to other types of
applications. In fact, the proposed scraper tool works
with any type of application hosted on GitHub.

IX. USE CASES
Among other use cases, we discuss in this section three
prominent use cases to show how practitioners can use our
dataset to perform other research.

A. IDENTIFY MISSING PR-ISSUE LINK
In GitHub, PR-Issue links are usually manually established
by contributors (developers), specifically in large projects.
However, many incidents show that contributors might forget
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or be lazy to establish these links. There are only a tiny share
of PR-Issue links are established, but a large portion of links
are missed in the development history. However, manually
recovering PR-Issue links from evolutionary development
history is a challenging, time-consuming, and error-prone
task, even for expert developers.

For this challenge, our dataset can be used with ML and
deep-learning approaches to extract the missing PR-Issue
links. It can be used to feed the learning models and make
them able to predicate the missing links. For example, our
dataset can be used to determine the appropriate features that
are useful to build a PR-Issue clustering model that aims to
group PRs and Issues that should be linked with each other.

B. IDENTIFY DOCUMENTATION-CODE TRACEABILITY
LINK
Recovering the traceability links between documentation
and source code, especially in legacy systems, is important
for various software engineering tasks. It is mandatory for
software comprehension, software maintenance and analysis,
systematic software reverse, and software collaboration. The
major challenge is to develop a methodology to recover these
types of links which are rarely explicit. However, manually
recovering Documentation-Code links from large software
projects is a boring, challenging, time-consuming, and error-
prone task.

In this case, our dataset can help to define the relationships
between the code and its documentation. It can be used
to learn from ground-truth Documentation-Code links to
recover the missing ones. We can consider that the textual
description of our PR-Issue links represents the documenta-
tion and the code represented by commits. Therefore, we can
select the appropriate features that can be used for recovering
commit code and their textual documentation.

C. RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM SOCIAL CODING
PLATFORMS
On a practical level, our dataset can be used by social coding
platforms (e.g. GitHub) to recommend PR-Issue links for
current software development. Our dataset can be helped to
develop integrated tools for these social coding platforms that
can assist the developer to easily establish these links during
development. This kind of tool will help to reduce the number
of missing links that contain much valuable information
about software development and the evolution of current
development, and document experiences and knowledge for
future development.

X. RELATED WORK
Links can be recovered from various software artefacts like
requirements, source code and documentation [25]. Many ap-
proaches are proposed to recover the links between software
artefacts based on bug tracking (e.g., Bugzilla) and version
control (e.g., Git) systems. There are many platforms that
store these links between different software artefacts like

GitHub and Bitbucket. These platforms record much informa-
tion like PR-Issue links, Issue-Commit links, Bug-Commit
links, and Documentation-Code links. Consequently, many
research and tools have been proposed to identify this type
of information. To the best of our knowledge, it has yet to be
proposed a ground-truth dataset for PR-Issue links.

In this section, we review the most closely related work in
two aspects: the ground truth datasets for the links between
software artefacts, and the applications and tools proposed
based on these kinds of ground truth datasets.

A. GROUND-TRUTH DATASET
A ground-truth dataset for linking bugs with their bug-fixes
code (commits) is proposed by Bachmann et al. [26]. The
dataset was extracted from The Apache HTTP web server
project manually based on heuristic methods. It contains
256 bugs that are linked with 472 commits. However, the
dataset is considered small and it was extracted only from one
project. Therefore, the features that are extracted from this
dataset have not been evaluated on other Bug-Commit links
placed on other projects. Bird et al. [27] expand the dataset
by adding Bug-Commit links from another two Android
projects, ZXing and OpenIntents. They also manually read
change logs and the corresponding code commits to establish
links between bugs and their linked commits. The added
Android projects result from 236 new Bug-Commit links.
However, the dataset still considers small and confined to a
few sample projects.

Mehdi et al. presented a dataset for bots’ comments in
GitHub Issue and PR based on a manual analysis [28].
The dataset represents 527 bots accounts with at most 100
comments for each account from 5,000 distinct Github ac-
counts. A diverse dataset of Java Bugs is proposed by [18].
The dataset comprises 1,158 bugs and patches classified
into eight categories extracted from eight large and popular
GitHub Java projects. However, the extraction process of the
dataset from GitHub projects is evaluated manually by a few
people (at most three persons) that are not involved in these
projects. Therefore, it could have faulty information due to
the evaluation decisions.

Yue et al. [29] proposed a dataset of duplicate PRs in
GitHub using a semi-automatic approach. The data contains
2,323 pairs of duplicate PRs collected from 26 popular open-
source projects hosted on GitHub. Moreover, it includes
duplicate relations between PRs, the meta-data and reviews
of duplicate PRs. Another dataset for duplicate repositories
on GitHub was proposed by Spinellis et al. [30]. The dataset
presents 30 thousand duplicate, cloned, and forked GitHub
projects.

Fry et al. presented a dataset for real and alias developer
IDs [31]. The data shows that 14.8 million alias developer
IDs extracted from 38 million belong to 5.4 million different
developers (2 per developer). This data might be helpful in
analyzing developer behaviour. However, the real and alias
developer dataset are classified based on some assumptions
that could not be valid for some portions of the dataset.
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All of the aforementioned ground-truth datasets are ex-
tracted manually and based on heuristic methods. However,
manually extracted datasets are time-consuming, costly, and
error-prone. Moreover, the links between software artefacts
are extracted from projects by another person who is not
involved in the development of these projects. They are
assumed to be links based on heuristic methods but not
based on explicit notation provided by projects’ contributors.
Therefore, some of these links could be faulty. However,
our ground-truth dataset is automatically extracted and based
on explicit notation by the involved contributors themselves.
This makes the links represented by our dataset Reliable and
error-free.

B. GROUND-TRUTH DATASET APPLICATION
A full-automation tool named ReLink was proposed by Wu et
al. [32]. ReLink recovered Bug-Commit links based on three
heuristics: the bug and its commit resolving time should be
close to each other; the similarity of the bug and its commit
reports; and the bug and its commit contributor should be
the same. The ReLink results have been evaluated based
on the Bug-Commit links ground-truth dataset (mentioned
in the previous subsection) that is proposed by [26] and
[27]. Further improvements of ReLink were proposed by
Bissyande et al. [33] and tested with the same ground-truth
dataset.

Several approaches have been proposed to recover Issue-
commit links using machine learning techniques. A heuristic
approach named MLink proposed by Nguyen et al. [34] used
code heuristics to recover Issue-Commit links by analyzing
the similarity of code fragments depicted in Issue reports and
commits. MLink also used the ground-truth dataset that is
proposed by [26] to measure the accuracy of the results.

Another approach proposed by Le et al. [35] introduced
RCLinker, a clustering tool to predict Issue-Commit links
based on the metadata and the textual similarity for Issues
and commits. For this purpose, the authors collected 609
Issues-Commits links dataset that was extracted from six
Apache software projects. All these projects use JIRA as the
issue-tracking system and Git as the version control. Many
approaches have been proposed that use the same RCLinker
dataset. Sun et al. proposed FRLink in [36] and PULink
in [37] to recover Issue-commit links. FRLink filtered out ir-
relevant source code related to an Issue and added non-source
documents as a feature to recover missing similarity links
compared with other approaches. PULink used positive links
(the corresponding commit fixes the Issue) and unlabeled
links (links from commits that are not found in the positive
links) to achieve better recovery performance. Moreover,
Likewise, Rath et al. [38] recovered Issue-commit links by
using different metadata and textual similarity features. For
evaluation, they extracted their own dataset from different
domains that utilized Git and JIRA. The dataset contains
4,182 Issue-commit links that are manually extracted from
six projects.

XI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to extract a
ground-truth dataset for the links between PRs and Issues in
collaborative software development repositories on GitHub.
We developed the PR-Issue-Scraper tool that extracted 50369
PRs explicitly linked to 34732 Issues from 5742 Android
projects on GitHub. We select four features, Title, Body,
Comment, and Label, to better understand the relationships
between the Issues and their linked PRs. After that, we
analyzed the selected features by using four textual similarity
metrics frequently used in NLP. We compute the lexical and
semantic similarity between each feature pair of Issue and
their linked PRs using Jaccard, Cosine, Levenshtine, and
BERT. The results show that some feature similarities are
sensitive to the text length, whereas other feature similarities
are sensitive to the term frequency.

In future work, we intend to use our ground-truth dataset to
recover the missing PR-Issue links. We are planning to build
a clustering model that can recover these missing links based
on the appropriate features. Finally, we are also planning to
extend our dataset to include other domain-based projects.
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